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The Light Weapons Problem: The Way Ahead

-Edward J. Laurance
Monterey Institute of International Studies

October 1997

INTRODUCTION

lI the wake of the successful meeting in Oslo finalizing a draft treaty outlawing anti-
personnel land mines, and the universal dlaim for what has been called the Ottawa
Process, the Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy has formally aslced the
international comrnunity if it is flot Urne to expand such a process to solve sirnilar.
problems stemrning from the prolifération of the entire class of weapons now reeking
havoc around the globe, narnely srnall arms and light weapons. This cali is flot new
in substance, since for several years non-governmental organizations, acadernic
experts and the international community has frazned the issues and begun to act. But
politically the Canadian cali cornes at a Urne that is ripe for action. Recent United
Nations reports, regional initiatives and the interest of several influential countries in
addressing the issue are all emerging in parallel. And there is a growing consensus
that the humanitarian impact of the excessive accumulation and prolifération of this
class of weapon, both legally and illegally, has reached the brealcing point.

The first section of this brief policy paper reviews the building blocks for action, to
include evidence of the deadly nexus of intra-state conflict and the growing

~I~h;;t~, f thep teti tn r%~1ut micth conflictç- and the varietv of resnonses that



Intra-state conflict cari take on at least four distinct forms, of armned violence using
military weapolS.

- randoma acts of violence by individuals or groups having no aspiration to the

status of State, e.g. criminality axnong rival gangs;
- sporadic incidents of violence by organized groups seeking greater political

participation, cultural autonomy and economic benefits within the existing State

structure;
- sustained resort to violence over long periods of time by organizations and

movements with intent to supplant the existing goverrimerital authority of the State

over all or part of its territory;
- intense acts of extreme violence by groups operating within the context of

the partial or complete breakdown of the State.

I his speech to the United Nations General Assembly on 25 September 1997,

Foreigni Minister Axworthy noted what is now agreed upon by most of the

international comniunity, narnely the increasing prevalence of intra-State conflict.

Most importantly, he pointed to the humanitarian costs of such conflicts. He

described these wars as "long and bitter; above all wars in which civilians suffer the

most, and children and women arc often deliberately targeted" Ini this type of war

"the distinctions that once informed the worlc of international diplomacy - between

mrilitary security concerns and humanitarian or civil concerris - break down. This

blurring of the lunes, along with heightened media presence, has strongly effected

international public opinion. Fewer and fewer people are willing to view War as an

acceptable instrument of state policy."

And despite these conflicts occurring within states, they are global in nature and

-141-t-I <r1iltifnL First. the number of United Nations peace operations

capacity-ulIiU&in. tava i a" r---- - --- --

for outside help, help that to this point is occurring in a conte

international norins regarding the acquisition, supply and use



resolution and the enhancement of human security, are much clearer on the negative
effects accompanying such buildups.

First, the increase in the use of this class of weapon increases the destructiveness
and lethality of conflicts. Individuals and groups who politically disagree more easily
resort to violence instead of resolving conflicts peacefully. Large accumulations of
light weapons, especially assault rifles and hand grenades, increase the lethality of
conflict when compared to less capable weapons such as handguns and knives. This
Ieads to greater numbers of civilian casualties and refugees, which overwhelm health
care systems and in general disrupt the economic, social and political developmnent
of the country.

The second basic effect is the increase in criminal or non-political acts comrnitted
with these military-style weapons - armed robberies, hijacking, terrorism, stealing of
livestock, drug trading and smuggling. The criminal elements; in a state are in some
cases better armed, in quantity and/or quality, than the legitimate securîty forces of
the state. This al 'so enhances thc proliferation of agents of violence, încluding drug
dealers and crinunal gangs. Rival groups within a state race to maintain an
inventory of equally capable equipment.

Third, the level of violence promulgated by"these weapons is SO high that it forces
citizens to armns themselves, either personally or through private non-governmental
security organizations. Additionally, Uic availability and use of military-style
weapons emboldens the disaffected in many parts of Uic world. Faced with little or
no economic or social development, desperate citizens opt for acquiring a weapon
for individual survival, basic needs, or commercial purposes. The end result is an
overall increase in Uic number of weapons ini Uic society.

Uic availability and use of Uiis class of weapon increases Uic
. Recently reformed or reconstituted security forces in states
i.cy revert to repression when faced wiUi increased criminal
'iolence. It becomes more difficult to conduct dcvelopment
leading to a decline in economric aid from don'ors who
s can achieve goals in a violent environment. Even when a



will flot be finally rcsolved without addressing the root causes. ' But in the remainder

of the UN Srnall Arms Panel report, and a host of other places, the international

community bas begun to focus on the actual tools of violence, the tools which bring

meaning to the adjectives "deadly" and "mass" being used to define conflict. But

just as salient is the cail for "inunediate operational steps to build a firebreak against

the outbreak and spread of mass violence."'

Consensus on types of weapons used i intra-state conflict

There is now a consensus as to what type of weapon is most related to the human

suffering stemzning from these conflicts. I its report, the UN S mail Arms Panel

described Uic general characteristics of these weapons which set themn apart from

those normally addressed by arms control and disarmarnelfl policies. They are

typically smaller, weigh less, cost less, are more portable, and less visible than

major conventioflal weapons. Except for amnîunition, weapons in this class do not

require an extenlsive logistical and maintenance capability, and are capable of being

carried by an individual combatant, packc animal or by a light vehicle.

The UN Small Arms Panel took these characteristics into account, as well as an

assessment of Uic weapons actually being used in these conflicts, to reach a

consensus on Uic following typology of weapons that cari guide the international

cominunity in its search for weapons-focused solutions.



Types of Weap2ons-Used in Current intra-State Confligts

SjJam:
- Revolvers and self-loading pistols
- Rifles and carbines
- Sub-machine guns
- Assault rifles
- Light machine guns

jight wepons
- Heavy machine guns
- Hand-held under-barrel and mounted grenade launchers
- Portable anti-aireraft guns
- Portable anti-tank guns, recoilless rifles
- Portable launchers of anti-tank missile and rocket systems
- Portable launchers of anti-aircraft missile systems
- Mortars of calibers up less than 100 mmn inclusive

Ammunition and explosives
- Cartridges (rounds) for small arms
- Shells and missiles for light weapons
-Mobile containers with missiles or shells for single-action anti-
aircraft and anti-tank systems

- Anti-personnel and anti-tank hand grenades
- Land mines
- Explosives

nsus on the Causes of Increased Availability of Smail Arms and Light
amns

no public policy can proceed without addressing the causes of those outcomes
are the target of the policy, the lack of a consensus on cither the presence or
of the undesirable outcomes, or the causes of such outcomes, dooms the effort
;e policy action. As scen above, just as ini the case of anti-personnel land
a consensus bas begun ta emnerge that the humanitarian, econoinic and social

luences of intra-state conflict must be addressed, and that preventing or



case. The literature on causes of arms buildups is rich. But the Panel's list has a

political value and can serve as the starting point for policy action.

On the demand side the experts identified the following demand factors:
* Intra-state conflicts and terrorism serve tc> attract large numbers of

small arms and light weapons;
* The diminution or loss of control of the state over its security function,

and the inability to guarantee the security of its citizens, creates a natural demand

for weapons by citizens seeking to protect themselves and their property;
* The incomplete reintegration of former combatants into society after a

conflict has ended, in combination with the inability of States to provide governance

and security, may lead to their participation in crime and armed violence.
* The presence of a culture of weapons, whereby the possession of a

military-style weapon is a status symbol, can easily bc transformed into a culture of

violence when basic security structures are absent and poverty is prevalent.

On the supply si4e:
* At the -global level, the primary supply-side factor is the basic

principle governing the conduct of relations among member states of the United

Nations, that states have a right to export and import small arms and light weapons.
* New production of small arms and light weapons has dedined but

there remains an effort to dispose of surplus weapons.
* A large surplus of this class of weapon has been created by the

reduction in armed forces in the post-Cold War period, much of which has found its

way to intramstate conflicts, especially from states that have cea.sed to exist or lost

political control.
* During some armed conflicts large quantifies of these weapons were

distributed to citizens by governments, scîf-defense units were formed by

governments, and gun possession laws were liberalized. When the conflicts ended



entities authorized by governmerlts."', tegal beîng defined as any transfer that is flot
"ýcontrary to the laws of States and/or international law."4 A state can also legally
bolster its own security and political power by arming subniational groups which
support its political or social policies and act as a supplement to govemrment security
forces. This has occurred in many places, including South Africa, Mozambique,
Colombia, and Guatemala.

But several major changes have taken place since the Cold War ended which resuit
in much of the trade in this class of weapon flot conforming to the above definitions
of legal trade . First, much less of the current trade is in newly produced weapons.
"One factor bearing on the availability, circulation and accumulation of these
weapons in many areas of conflict is their carlier supply by cold war opponents."5

Additionally, producing states outside the regions of intra-state conflict have less
need for the weapons in their arsenals and as they have down-sized their armed
forces, economic necessity forces them to export the surplus, flot new production.
Trading in surplus weapons is much less susceptible to state controls.

A second major change in the post-Cold War
in illicit or illegal trade. As previously mentic
the very characteristics of the class of weapori
conflicts, iLe., light, portable, inexpensive, ma

illicit mode of acqu
on-state actor from
ack market. As Uni,
:onflicts involve noi

is the relative risc
is enhanced by

Sworld's armed
Fhere are at least
ra-state conflict.

ransfer of amis to a
L variant of illicit
ave increased, and

riant is illicit
ýf weapon and



The International Cammunity Bas Begun ta Act

The final building block is the work already underway at ail levels of the

international community. An impressive array of actions have begun to coalesce

around the issue of small arms and light weapons as a primary factor in preventing

and reducing armed conflict. Thiey are briefly described in this section and will bc

particularly important in an Ottawa Two process which holds as one of its major

attributes the integration of actors and efforts at aIl levels. These actions are the

evidence that many of the building blocks described above are real and being acted

on, that resources are bcing allocatcd based on their rcality. These actions also serve

as a source of ideas for further action, cspecially as their success or failure can point

the way forward. Given its critical participation and leadership in many of these

actions, Canada is in a unique position ta lead the way forward.

The United Nations
The United Nations is turning its attention ta the problems stenizing from the

proliferatian of light weapons and their use in conflicts. The following is a brief

chronicle of actions taken or underway:
- Peace operations The combatants in these conflicts employed mainly

small arins and light weapons. United Nations peace forces and thc civilian

populations in these conflict areas have been increasingly subjectcd, ta the negative

effccts of these wcapons, including a rising level of casualties. As a resuit peace

operations now routinely involve weapons collection, disarmanlent and destruction,

with a wide variety of outcames related ta mandates and implementatian.

- The Mali mission As early as 1985, General Assembly Resolution 40/151H1

reaffirmed the raie of thc United Nations in the field of disarmarnent, and provided

the opportunity for the United Nations ta provide advisory services ta Member States,

on rcquest, in thc field of disarmament and security. This resolution was used by

Mali in October 1993 to request the Secretary-Gencral ta assist in tic collection of

light wcapans prolifcrating in that country. Tfli requestcd assistance was providcd ini

thc form of an Advisory Mission in August 1994, which issucd its repart ta thc

Secretary-Geflcral in November 1994. Ini February/March 1995 the same advisary

mission visited Buricina Faso, Chad, Cote d'Ivoire, Mauritania, Niger'and Senegal.

The result has been a relativel>' successfui turn-in and collection of wcapons, and a

resolutian ta thc conflict betwecn Mali and thc Tuareg minarity. The importance of

this example is not only its modest success. It also demonstrates that there arc states

willing ta asIc for assistance and thc international coinmunity must be prcpared ta

act.



Commission confirmcd these allegations and concluded that much more could and
should be donc to stem thc flow of wcapons in this rcgion.6

-Secretary General In January 1995, thc Secrctary-General rcviewcd the

experience of the past three years and issued a Supplement to thc Agenda for Peace .,

Aftcr revicwing the progress made in weapons of mass destruction, he called for
4cparallel progress in conventional arms, particularly with respect to light weapons.7

He introduccd the concept of rnicro-disaxTnament, rcfcrring to the light weapons
actually bcing used in thc conflicts with which the UN is dealing, those "that are
actually lcilling people in thc hundreds of thousands." In regard to small arms other
than anti-personnel land mines lic notcd that thc "world is awash with thcmn and,
traffic in them is very difficuit to monitor, let alone interccpt." He concluded that "it

will take a long time to find effective solutions. I believe strongly Uiat thc searcli
should begin now." The ncw Secrctary Gencral has continued to, highliglit the need
for action in thc arc a of small arjns and light weapons.

- Guidelines-Illicit Trade On 6 December 1991 thc General Assembly
adopted resolution 46/36H on international arms transfers, with particular emphasis
on theic jicit arins trade. On 3 May 1996 Uic United Nations Disarmament
Commission, aftcr thrcc years of deliberation, adopted a consensus set of
"Guidelines for international arms transfers in Uic context of General Assembly
riA-nl1utifln 46/36 H of 6 December 1991." e



irearms, including legisiation, regulatiol 1 use, trade and manufacturing, trafficking.

policy and public education initinatives. Although its focus was on crime from a

domestic Perspective, it uncovered and documented much evidence that points to

small arms and light weapons as an international problem. The resolution also

encouraged Member States to consider specific regulatory approaches. The work of

the Commission continues as Member States may stili complete the survey, and

regional workshops arc being held in Siovenia, Tanzaflia, Brazil and India.

The World Bank

The World Bank is in the process of setting up a small section on post-conflict

reconstruction. This office will deal with issues such as demobilization of soldiers,

and their reintegration into society, as well as the collection and destruction of

weapons surplus to the security needs of the governments and societies involved. The

office will bring together those parts of the World Bank who are already involved in

this aspect of post-conflict reconstruction.

Regional efforts



Latin Am

The OAS has begun to address the problem of arms and conflict from two different
perspectives. First, the Inter-Amierican Drug Abuse and Control Commission of the,
OAS is developing , through a Group of Experts on the Control of Arms and
Explosives Related to Drug Trafficking, model regulations for the control of the
smuggling of weapons and explosives and its linkage to drug trafficking in the Inter-
American region. A second OAS initiative is the. development of a Convention
Against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking of Firearms, Ainmunition,
Explosives and Other Related Materials. The Convention requires each OAS state to
establish a national firearms control systemn and a register of manufacturers, traders,
importers and exporters of these cornmodities. It also calis for the establishment of a
national body to interact with other states and an OAS advisory committee. It also
calis for the standardization of national laws and procedures within the OAS, and
ensuring effective control of borders and ports.

In June 1997 the European Union agreed to an EU Programme for Preventing and
Combating Ilicit Trafficking in Conventional Arms. Citing the importance of the
issue and the several actions already taken by the United Nations, the EU Member.
States vowed to strengthen their collective efforts to prevent and combat illicit
trafficlcing of arms, particularly of small arms, within the EU. Further they called for
concerted action to assist other countries in preventing and combating illicit
trafficking of arms. Specifically they recommended focusing on strengthening laws,
training police and customs officiais to enforce export laws, setting up regional.
points of contact to report trafficking, setting up national comissions, preventing
corruption, and promoting regional cooperation and the use of data bases.

The EU also agreed to suppress such trafficking as part of United Nations peace
operations, set up weapons collection, huy baclc and destruction programmecs, set up
educational programmes to promote awareness of the negative consequences of such
trafficlcing, and promote the. integration of former combatants into civilian lif.



on types of light weaponS is being published. Third, national capabilities to produce

such weapofls arc becomiîng transparent, to include rudimentary information on their

export. Fourth, case studies are being written by regional specialists who have

witnessed directly the impact of small arms and light weapons on conflict. These

case studies are particularly useful as a source of answers to thre critical questions;

1) What are the negative consequences of excessive accumulations of these

weapons?; 2) What are thc modes of acquisition?; and 3) What are the varioUs

policies being devcloped to deal with these consequences?

Several NOOs have begun to document through field research many of the realities

described in the first section of this paper. As only one example, the Arms Project of

Humaxi Rights Watch conducted field research in Central Africa that led the United

Nations to create the Great Lakes Commission of Inquiry referred to earlier. This is a

case where the UN acted to document thc work of an NGO and challenge the United

Nations to act.

Another role of NGOs was highlighted in July 1997 when International Alert and thc

Centre for Conflict Resolution at thc University of Capetown co-sponsored a

Conference on Light Wcapons and peaccbuilding in Central and East Africa held in

Capetown. The participants were a mix of NGOs from the region, international

NGOs, acadcmics, representatives from international organizations, and most

importantly representatives from governments of thc region. And thc format allowed

cnough interaction so that proposed solutions by non-governmcfltal participants and

international organizations were forccd to stand Uic test of challenges by thc states in

Uic region who arc cmbroiled in Uic conflicts which utilize these wcapons. The result

was a realistic survcy of Uic probleni, and practical reconunendations as to what can

be donc in thc short and long tern.

The work of Uic Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC) brings an

additional dimension to Uic effort, Uiat of practical work in Uic demobilization and

reintegration of combatants and a focus on thc collection and destruction of small

arms and light weapons as part of their surplus weapons project. BICC. has donc

pionccring work in identifying surplus stocks and promotiiig their destruction, to

include an effort to engage Uic private sector in such activities.

CHALLENGES

Grenades Are Not Land mines



ended in 1992. But this class of weapon presents some unique problems which make
solutions more challenging than those devised for problems associated with weapons
of mass destruction, major conventional weapons, and the aforementioned anti-
personnel land mines..

First, in any conflict prevention or reduction effort, it is critical to recognize that
there are underlying or root causes of intra-state conflict, regardless of the weapons
involved. These causes typically includé ethnic rivairies, discrimination, poverty,
racism, terrorism, drug trafficlcing, and the collapse of state security institutions. In
such an environment it is more difficuit to directly linlc the accumulation of smal
arms and light weapons with the outbreac, conduct, exacerbation and termination of
conflict, compared to other classes of weapons.

Second, most efforts at disarmamrent during the Cold War, and in the current era
when the weapons concerncd are major conventional weapons, always take into
account the principles and purposes of its UN Charter, especiaily the right to self-
defense, non-interference in the internal affairs of states, and the reaffirmation of the
right of seif-determination of ail peoples. In the case of this class of weapon, these
principles are more sensitive since this type of conflict is most often within a state's
jurisdiction, or at least its geographic boundaries. In many states experiencing these
conflict situations, citizens can legitimately own and use small arms for personal,
security. The line between crime and warfare is often blurred.

Third, solving the problems, caused in part by this class of weapon requires going
beyond traditional arma control approaches. Solutions wiil require a broader scope of
policy options involving such areas as development, human rights, refugees, judicial
systems, and police work. And the search must go beyond thc supply-side solutions
which have dominated the ways and means of dealing with security problems created
by weapons of mass destruction and major conventional weapons. The land mines



natural part of their mandate to report casualties from these mines. and their location.

This was especially true in a post-conflict situation where the parties to the conflict

had resolved their differences and moved on to post-conflict reconstruction. Later in

the caxnpaign groups like Human Rights Watch produced excellent technical work

on the mines theinselves- who made them, how they, worked, etc. And for those

states reluctant to join, the security and military aspects of the issue took priority.

But for the most part it was a coalition forged on a humanitarian consensus, which

allowed humanitarian NGOs to play a major role. For small arms and light weapons

this situation is only in its infancy. As stated in the previous section, it will be

difficuit to stigmnatize any specific weapon per se which is the backbone of every

armed force in the world. Lt is their use in specific types of situations, by certain

groups, and particularly against civiliaxi targets, that must be deaIt with. These goals

will bc difficult to accomplish with a primary focus on a ban on a certain type of

weapon.

More importantly, many of the NOOs whicb have entered this field are veterans of

batties involving the arms trade, militai>' expenditures, and the other securit>' issues

which dominated the Cold War. This has several implications. First, these NGOs will

seldomn have links with the humanitarian NGOs so critical to focusing the world's
.. .-- -- ký..a lrn,- hv, tht--z- weanôns. Second, they will have a



place, and a healthy respect for the challenges, how cari a strategy be developed to
prevent and reduce the negative consequences sternrnng from the excessive
accumulation and prolifération of this class of weapon?

1. Reinforce the building blocks

The basic premise of this cali for action is that a consensus now exists on the
dominance and global nature of intra-state conflict, the negative effects of excessive
and destabilizing accumulations of this type of weapon, and the causes and modes of
acquisition that must be addressed. A very brief look at both academia and the real
world of governmental policymakers will reveal that tItis consensus may not be as
"4emerging" as indicated in this analysis. As Axworthy put it, "It will talce truly
innovative and co-operative efforts to reduce the toîl taken by small arms, but we
cannot allow ourselves to be deterred by the difficulty of the task." As the
international community begins to address this problem. in earnest and hîts snag after
snag, the easy way out wiil be to question the consensus found in these building
blocks. But certainly those toiling in this field, at all levels, must continue to keep
this consensus alive. As Axworthy said in Oslo of the land mine campaign, "we
should not assume that the critics and opponents of the ban treaty have gone into,
hiding." For small arms and light weapons, a campaigri ini its infancy, this advice is
all the more relevant.

In tItis regard any steps ta increase transparency will enhance thc consensus on thc
nature of thc problemn and thc general approach forward. The work of those NOOs and
goverriments which publicize the negative effects of coaflict that can be directly
linked to excessive arms supplies arc particularly crucial.

And thc various regional and multilateral efforts should continue as well. States
interested in reducing Uic humanitarian damage from Uic use of these weapons
should continue ta support these efforts, as wcll as any national support in Uic form, of
capacity-building in states wishing ta tackle these problcms on their own.



aggrcssion against neighboring states; and participation in the UN Register of
Conventional Amins. A version of this Code is bcing promoted in the U.S. Congrcss,

and other countries such as the United Kingdom are moving in a similar direction. In

May 1997 fiftcen Nobel Laureates began a campaign for a global code of conduct.

The need'to push for such responsible behavior in the form of a Code is obvious, and

the effort itself should continue, as it is yet another way to highlight behavior which

violates these norms. But for the issue ai hand, the prevention or reduction of civilian

casualties due to the prolifération of small arins and light weapons, tic Code of

Conduct approach has sorne distinct disadvantages. First, this approach has always

been at the forefront of efforts by national governimcnts and those opposcd to thc

arns tracte. As opposed to thc building blocks reviewed in this presentation, at thc

global level very little support has been shown for such an approach. The cail to do

something about current problem needs something new to galvanize international
public opinion. Second, principles involved in Uic Code approach are high politics

and at thc heart of what divides Uic globe on thc issue of arms and conflict. Third, if

thc approach being discusscd in Uiis paper will have to rely on non-traditional
verification of compliance, as in Uic case of Uic land mines trcaty, these pninciples

will be very difficuit to operationalize and observe. Fourth, because of Uic
conceptualization problem, states will have an casier urne of excusing their behavior

by staing Uiat they arc indced complying with thc Code. Ini sum, operationalizing Uic

Code of Conduct in a series of practical nicasures Uiat cai be implcmented by states
and NGOs will be difficult.

Ini a sense the campaign to force states to rcsponsibly acquire and export arras is

already underway, and will and should intensify. Howevcr, given a statc's sovcrcign
right to engage in legal arms tracte, Uic potential for establishing international norms

will aiways bc limited, as has been shown in any of the exercises designed to .
dcvelop such norms (e..g., UN Register of Conventional Arms). Since a significant
portion of the humanitarian damage stems from light weapons which are acquired
illicitly, and Uic potential for a consensus for action lias already been demonstrated,
it is this mode of acquisition that should bc Uic focus of an Ottawa Two process.



A third objective is to establish a new set of norrns regarding the acquisition and use
of this class of weapon, stemming from the increasing number of states which sign
and comply with the treaty.

Components of a treaZy

Principles
Ail of the actions taken to date by the international community, briefly described
carlier in this report, arc a source of principles, norms and behaviors that would be
agreed to by signatory states in any treaty that evolved in an Ottawa Two Process. To
demonstrate how this might develop, this report puas forth some examples from the
two most recent, and pcrhaps most influential given their global focus, actions. These
are the work of the Expert Group on Firearm Regulation of the. United Nations
Commission on Criminal Justice and Crime Prevention, and the UN Small Arms
Panel which submir.ted its report via the Sccretary General to the General Assembly
in September 1997.

The Expert Group on-Firearm Regulation, headed by James Hayes of Canada, is
conducting four regional workshops and inviting governiments and selected NOOs to
discuss "the possible development of a United Nations declaration of principles
based on thc following regulatory approaches:"

* Regulations'relating to firearm safety and storage;
* Appropriate penalties for serious offenses involving the misuse or

unlawful possession of fircarms;
* Amnesty or similar progranis £0 encourage citizens to surrender illegal,

unsafé or unwanted firearins;
* A responsible and effective licensing system;
* A record-loeeping system for the. commercial distribution of firearms,

and thc appropriate marking of firearins at manufacture and at import.



* Ail states should exercise restraint with respect to the transfer of

surplus military weapons and consider the possibility of destroying such
weapons.

* Ail states should ensure the safeguarding of such weapons against

ioss through thcft or corruption, in particular from storage facilities.

Transparency

In addition to a set of principles, states could agree to be more transparent regarding

the variety of transactions and actors invoived in the legai acquisition of smali arms

and light weapons. Care should be taken to respect thc sovecignty of states and the

rights of their citizens to bear armas, if applicable. And if such an approach meets

resistance, for the well-known reasons that surfaced during the devclopmcnt of the

UN Register of Conventional Arras, requirements for compliance could bc adjusted

in thc direction of more voluntary and graduai compliance. While a Register

analogous to thc UN Register of Conventional Arms may be too ambitious at this

juIIctLre, states couid agree to bc make transparent the foilowing types of
information:

- legitimate trade flow of arms
- legitimate owners of weapons
- legitimate manufacturers and arms traders
- register of weapons with an international serial number upon manufacture
- record of weapons that have been scized, collected and destroyed
- clarification of which types of weapons are strictly for military or police

work

National Commisions
Following Uic example of West Africa and Uic Organization of American States,

national commissions could be established to enhance compliance wiUi treaty

principles. These commissions should bc suited to Uic culture of =ech state, but

ideally should include government, civil society and NGOs which can assist in

meeting thc treaty's requirements. It is well established that thc laclc of laws and

regulations in one state can undermine Uic regulatory effects of another, encouraging

illicit cross-national trafficlcing_ in arms. It is also clear that thc establishment of an

international organization wiUi standards and regulations is flot pos-sible. But

committing to a national commission, with the goal of enhancing Uic integration of

intra-national and multilateral efforts, will enhance Uic potential for increased

cooperation. These commissions will also put a dent in the arguments of somne who

will view Uiis campaign as an attcmpt to put into place an intrusive arms control
regime.

Collection and Destruction
BoUi Uic Commission on Criminal Justice and Crime Prevention and Uic UN Small

Arins Panel emphasized Uic importance of collccting and destroying wcapons surplus

to Uic security nceds of Uic state and its citizens. Given thc practical and symbolic

importance of this action, it should have a prominent place in any treaty, parallel to

Uic land mine treaty provisos for removing mines and destroying stocks. There are

J>



several reasons to emphasize this aspect of the treaty. First, there are many such
efforts being undertaken by states, regional organizations and the United Nations
during peace operations. Prominent inclusion in the treaty will codify behavior that
many already agree is critical to the solution of the problemn. Second, there are states
in possession of surplus weapons which are reluctant to destroy themn. The reasons
vary from an almost theological view by uniformed militaries that operating weapons
should be stored or sold and flot destroycd, to complaints that it is too costly.
Including this action ini a treaty may provide the impetus for more states to corne
forth and destroy surplus stocks, including requesting the funds to do so. Third, the
collection and destruction of weapons has proven to be of great psychological value.
In post-conflict situations it is the final evidence that thc parties have agreed to stop
fighting and a signal that progranis to improve human security can procccd. At the
beginning of a conflict resolution process, while parties stili possess such weapons, a
collection and destruction canipaigu can highlight a consensus that the weaponis do
matter. Such efforts can take on a value bcyond the actual diminution of capabilities
to inflict casualties.

B. Core group of countries

As with the land mine caxnpaign, there must be a core group of countries that
develop the treaty and establish a process for signature and ratification. There are at
least five types of states that should be in this core group. First, those states actually
experiencing the human losses form these wcapons must be represented. If not, the
whole caznpaign will be passed off as cither an altruistic exercise or worse,
interférence ini the domestic affairs of developing states. It is very important that
states reluctant to participate must sec that at least some victim states want such a
trcaty and are willing to sign on.



N )s as dt rvdr

A comparison with the success of environmental and humanitarian NGOs, and those

NGOs which participated in the landmnines camnpaigf, is instructive. In these cases

national goverlrfents came to rely on NGOs for data critical to the policy process.

NOOs became allies in a coordinated process because of their ability to provide

governmfefits and international organizatiofiS with information. NGOs addressing the

problein of small arms and light weapons are Just beginniflg such an effort.

The policy agenda laid out for the UN gives NOOs new opportunities to actively

participate in solving these problenis through supplying critical information. As one

example, it appears that a focus on amnzunitiofl may be fruitful. Arguably it may be

easier to deal with the fewer number of animunition sources than the weapons

themselves. Whîch firms manufacture animunition? Where in the developing world

are thc anununition plants exported during the Cold War? How is animunition

shipped? What does it look like? This type of information is bard to corne by in thc

usual published sources. It is interesting to note that thc report of Uic UN Small Arms

Panel includes a table on the production of assault, a table produced not by

govcrnments but by thé independent Institute for Research on Srnall Armns in

International Security. Just a few years earlier attempts to insert similar types of

information into a report on Uic UN Register of Conventional Arms was dismissed out

of hand.

Third, as Foreign Minister Axworthy pointed out in Oslo, Uic campaigfl must rely on

"Uice power and meach of new information technologies ... that give to Uic private

citizen, Uic civil group and Uic expert thc capacity for communication and exchange

of information quickly, cheaply and across huge distances. Videos, posters, fax

campaigns, e-mail, conference cails and Uic Internet have aIl helped in Uic rapid co-

t-vAnniinn anid transmission of lcey messages of Uic caxnpaign." As previously



illicit ams trafficlcing. Another is the A=m Sales Monitoring Project of the
Federation of Arnerican Scientists, which is conducting field researchi and attempting
to form a caxnpaign to ban illicit arrns trafficking. Donor states are now looking for
model projects to demonstrate the utility of arms-focused policies. Only a broari
based coalition of NGOs can contribute to this process.

NOOs who are capable and willing to participate in the campaign must bc identified
and brought together. The Federation of'American Scientists has begun this process
but as indicated previously, it will be more challenging than was the case for the
land mine caxnpaign. Such a coalition exists for promoting a Code of Conduct, s0
perhaps that is a starting point. If NOOs are to play a major role in monitoring
compliance with this treaty, as is the case in the land mines trcaty, some sort of
educational campaign wilI be required.

In their effort to bc neutral, NOOs have a bias toward flot being involved in things
military. The incrcasing casualties suffered by humanitarian NGOs has begun to
change this orientation- *x In any cases these NGOs are ini place, on the ground, -and
could be the source of early warning, flot just on the factors related to starvation and
health epidemics but aiso to arms buildups as well. Ini Aibania neutral observers
observing the black market for arins note how the prices for an AK-47 risc and fail,
one of several indicators of how many such weapons are on tie market To the extent
that these NOOs do flot do this because of lack of fanxiliarity with weapons and their
means of transfer into a zone of potential conflict, this could be rectifled by thc
prolifération of knowledge on this dimension. But thc rislc to these NOOs should flot
be understated.

D. Supporters and opporients
Developing a strategy to galvanize public opinion and develop Uic political will in
governments to support the campaign will require a clear understanding of natural
supporters and opponents of such an effort. And these will be somewhat différent than
cither the traditional. arms control approach or the land mine carnpaign



Natural opponients of such a treaty can also be identified. Many governments will
rcsist what they perceive as an attempt to interfère with matters of domestic security.
It should b3e noted that while the study on firearms was unanimously approved, the
concept of the UN Small Arms Panel was disapproved by 16 states, based on this
rationale. At the Expert Group on Firearms Regulation workshop in Siovenia, the
National Rifle Association spelled out what was purported to, be UJ.S. policy on a
treaty of principles on firearms regulation. Among other points, the U.S. position is
that there should be nlo international standards, no central registries, no obligation to
accept evaluations from other countries regarding compliance, and no permanent
entity to police compliance. While ail of these objections can be easily deait with,
and have not been suggested in this paper, they reflect the type of thinking that many
states will have going into such a campaign.

Another major reason for some states to resist this campaign is that in some regions,
the conflicts are stili ongoing. At the previously mentioned Capetown NGO
conférence held in July 1997, Central African states were briefed on the
recommendations of the UN 5mail Arras Panel. Their response to the idea of a
moratorium on exports and imports, and the collection and destruction of surplus, was
the same. "Things arc stili in flux in this part of the world. We may need these
weapons." And the arms dealers who malce transfers happen in conflict areas are
operating with increased impunity. Attempts to "register" their activities will b3e
resisted.

Others who will resist include actors within states who possess surplus weapons but
are reluctant to give them up. Military cominanders ini the former Soviet Union still
sit on stocks which they periodically seli to pay their troops. There are 200,000
military weapons in storage in South Africa, where a police effort to, destroy them is
being resisted by the army, who want to export them. In Mozambique, the
goverument still bas significant stocks remaining from that long civil war.

Gun owners are often put forward as another group that will resist the campaign. This
is somewhat exaggerated, as the humanitarian focus of the campaign.has littie to do
with citizens who are armed for either self-defense or recreation. To the extent that
the gun lobby continues to use this as a-thenie to oppose the entire effort, it could be
simply deaIt with in a videa that showed responsible gun owners shooting for sport,
juxtaposed against armed children using AK-47s.

III. Capaclty-baildlng to support treaty



IV. Build and Enhance United Nations Capacity to Address Problem
Since the problems are global in nature, a parallel effort must bc made to build and
enhance international organizations to better contribute to solving the problem. The
UN Small Arms Panel made several recoxnmendations to improve, UN peace
operations. First, guidelines need to be established to assist negotiators on peace
settiements regarding small arms and light weapons, to include plans for the
collection of weapons and their disposai and destruction. Second, assistance should
be provided to peacekeeping missions in implementing weapons elements of
mandates. Third, there should be a disarmarnent component established in ail
peacekeeping operations undertaken by the United Nations.

A comparison with the how the UN Departmnent of Humanitarian Affairs (DRA) deals
with the anti-personnel landniines (APM) points up the need for more attention to,
small arms and light weapons by the UN bureaucracy. DRA has a home page on the
Internet, and arguably serves as the focal point for most of the action on dealing with
APMs, for NGOs as welI as national governments and IGOs. They also are very
active in publicizing the negative effects of this weapon. A similar UN
organizational home is needed for small arms and light weapons. Perhaps this could
be the first priority of the new Departmnent for Disarmament and Ams Regulation
(UDAR) at the UN.

The global consensus that has emerged surrounding the linkage between excessive
amis accumulations and the outbreac and exacerbation of conflict should provide the
political will for the Member States to task the UN to at last take on an enhanced
role in the variety of weapons-focused responses that have been outlined in this
report. In the refor m plan document Renewing the United Nations, it is stated that
t'nations everywhere have come to recognize their stake in the success of
multilateral negotiations and the monitoring of weapons developments. As a
consequence, the United Nations has taken centre stage in the worldwide effort to
limit both weapons and conflict." This report also identifies "the flow of conventional,
weapons and small arms into the hands of civilia'ns..as a new'danger. ~ The refonns
proposed include a new Departuient for Disarmanient and Amras Regulation
(UNDDAR) with an Under Sccretary General. While the UNDDAR will continue to
performn its traditional roles as the support agency for the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) process and the Register of Conventional Arms, it is ini tic area of
small arms and light weapons that this organization can bc proactive and cornribute
more substantively. Spccifically, it should establish an effective monitoring
capability to, identify and inform thc international community of those situations in
which weapons-focuscd solutions wilI b. most effective. Also, since the collection
and destruction of surplus ams is becoming more prevalent, the UNDDAR could
take thc lead in coordinating the expertise needed to conduct such operations,
especially those cases which occur separate from officiai peace operations.,

'o Renewing the United Nations: A Programme for Reform. (New York: The United

Nations, 14 July 1997). Document # A/5 1/950, pp. 40-41.



E. Conclusion

At some point an international meeting must take place, not to go over the consensus
that exists, but rather to get down to some serious organizing. Priority activities
include ýdeveloping media materials, especially videos, which graphically describe
the humnanitarian crisis caused by these weapons. It is flot too early to begin
discussing the components of a treaty and setting out a phased approach to the
camnpaign.
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